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Abstract 

The reason for the investigation was to features the commitment and accomplishments of PadmaShri, Arjun Awardee and the 
Captain of Indian Basketball, Prashanti Singh towards the advancement of sports in the nation and her financial conditions, social 
foundation. The information for examination were gotten from Individual Records, Official Records, Meeting, Pictorial Records and 
Distributed Records. Overview Methods were utilized to get reactions and responses about Arjun Awardee, Prashanti Singh from 
chose famous games people, counterparts, mentors and physical educationists from everywhere the nation through assessment rating 
Poll to get wanted data. Prashanti Singh has typically played as shooting watch in India Public Ball group. Because of the hard work& 
duty, She took an interest in a few principle worldwide stages, for example, "Republic games 2006, Asian games 2010 and 2014 as 
chiefs and have considered a few gold decorations in the 2005 Phuket Local Invitational Ball World Cup, South Asian sea shore 
games gold award in Sri Lanka 2011, the 2009 Asian Indoor Games silver decoration in Vietnam (commander), In 2010 Guangzhou, 
Ms. Prashanti, Skipper of the Indian B-ball at the sixteenth Asian games, considered for the cooperation in the Asian Games following 
28 years. Ms. Prashanti partook as an individual from the principal Indian group at the FIBA Asian B-ball Title in Korea to arrive at 
the most significant level when partaking in the 53rd Public Hyderabad Title, breaking the 14 years of age record. In 2011, she was 
one of the main four A-grade ball players. "She got 22 Public Title games decorations and furthermore earned the Mahindra NBA 
Challenge MVP in New Delhi 2012; over yonder 6000 unique players of ball around the nation participated. MsPrashanti was granted 
as Best Part in Top pick Game in Mumbai 2011 and got the Top Scorer Grant in the pined for 25 IMG-Dependence League Cup, 
Raipur, 2001, having 129 focuses (25.8 point/day). It won PurvanchalRatna in 2015-16, Rani LaxmiBai Fortitude Honor 2016-17 
from the U.P. Government and pined for Arjuna grant 2017 from the Legislature of the Service of Youth Issues and Sports, India and 
PadamShri Grant in 2019 by Leader of India.  
 
Keywords: Commitment, Pictorial Records, Assessment Rating Poll. 
 
Introduction 

The heart of the spiritual struggler is physical action, as it has been with man since time immemorial. It has become 
necessary to stay fit in the changing lifestyle as it evolves radically. The item that took a man to its destruction is the reimbursement of 
industrialization and urbanization. It can be assumed visually that a guy is shrimp& psychologically a gigantic. For all "black time of 
deteriorated span, silver coating is tangibly involved and will definitely get the pleasure of life are only alive." And in order to be well, 
consider completely& comfortable, because of which the same is being coated as a necessary segmenting the human's life and man 
also are aware of the same. The primary attentions been on intensely spirited, thrilling activities, while the key priorities of PE are 
wellness, fitness etc. 

 
Fitness and good health are important in modern times. Adventurism and technological innovation, created by man to bring 

warmth to her life, has become a modern age. And they rely on the computer, which is now a part of human life and has become a 
modern man, a computer because of ther man. The first opportunity to wake up to function truly is physical fitness.  

 
The style series on the world mark can be modified as an Indian sports lover. It's fine for Basketball now, as India's famous 

game. Currently an Indian Basketball day is progressing. Thanks to all Basketball players who support the Basketball name. Nice 
Players including Singh Pratima, Singh Divya, Jose Anna Getthu, Singh Satnam, Singh Akanksha, RaiTrideep. 
 
Methodology 

A contextual analysis was intended to research the commitments and accomplishments of PadmaShriArjun Awardee 
Prashanti Singh towards the advancement of Baksteball in India and her way of thinking towards sports as a calling in India, her 
quality as a player, her expert characteristics and her commitment to the sport of Basketball at National and International level. 
Information or data for her examination was gotten from the essential sources for example individual records, pictorial records, 
interview,official records and optional sources. Specialist actually contact with PadmaShriArjun Awardee, Prashanti Singh for meet 
by taking earlier meetings with her. The point of meeting was fundamentally to realize her family foundation, condition impact, youth, 
instruction, sports interest, sports vocation and accomplishments. Overview procedure was utilized to get reactions and responses 
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about PadmaShri, Arjun Awardee, Prashanti Singh from chose the prominent games individual from everywhere the nation. 
Particularly feeling Rating survey with respect to PadamShri, Arjun Awardee, Prashanti was developed with the assistance of 
specialists. A poll was shaped and built by agent in meeting with the specialists. A broad audit of writing and exploration considers 
directed on contextual analyses up to 2020 was utilized for assortment of the things of survey. Likewise, formal and casual 
conversation was finished with the specialists. Practically everything care was required to guarantee greatest inclusion of the 
information required for the examination alongside advantageous and important reactions for Respondents. 
 
Awards Won by Prashanti Singh 
1. Padma Shri Award - 2019 
2. Arjuna Award - 2017 
3. Rani LaxmiBai Bravery Award - 2016  
4. PurvanchalRatn – 2015-16 
 
 
Sporting Career of Padma Shri Arjun Awardee Prashanti Singh 
  Prashanti belongs to a humble and traditional family of Varanasi and by breaking shekels of the normal family: she bagged 
four medals at International events together with 2 gold and one silver. At Prashanti belongs to a humble and ancient family of 
Varanasi and by breaking shekels of the normal family: she bagged four medals at International events together with 2 gold and one 
silver. At varied National Games, National championship. Federation Cup and National girls Sports Games, she has twenty-two 
medals in her credit. With her hard-working angle and commitment, Ms. Prashanti has not solely participated as Captain in 
many massive international events like Commonwealth Games 2006, Asian Games 2010, and Asian Games 2014, however 
additionally won palm within the 2005 Phuket International invited Basketball Championship, palm in South Asian Beach Games, 
country 2011, medal in Asian Indoor Games 2009, Vietnam. Ms. Prashanti captained the Indian five at sixteen Asian Games, 2010 
Kwangchow, WHO when twenty-eight years qualified for Asian Games. She competes in Korea's FIBA Asian Basketball 
Championship as a participant of the primary Indian Team to enter prime seeding, remaining there for eight years. She's been associate 
exceptional skilled champion. She poor 14-year-old record once taking part in in fifty-three National Basketball Championship, 
Hyderabad. 
 
  Ms. Prashanti Singh is that the initial basketeer WHO has competed two Asian on Wealth Games and seven Asian Basketball 
Championship in Shot on meritableorder.She is one in every of Republic of India 2011's first-ever prime Four 'A' Grade elite 
basketball players. Prashanti won twenty two medals within the National Championship Games and additionally received the most 
valuable player (most valuable player) of the Mahindra NBA Challenge National Final in {new Delhi|New Delhi|Indian capital|capital 
of Republic of Indianational capital} 2012 wherever 6000 Basketball players from everywhere India took half Captained Team West 
and earned  the most effective Player award within the All-Star Game in city 2011 Highest 129 points scorer award (25.8 points / day) 
within the in demand twenty fifth IMG International Federation Cup 2011 Raipur.ried National Games, National championship. 
Federation Cup and National girls Sports Games, she has twenty-two medals in her credit. With her hard-working angle and 
commitment, Ms. Prashanti has not solely participated as Captain in many massive international events like Commonwealth Games 
2006, Asian Games 2010, and Asian Games 2014, however additionally won palm within the 2005 Phuket International invited 
Basketball Championship, palm in South Asian Beach Games, country 2011, medal in Asian Indoor Games 2009, Vietnam. Ms. 
Prashanti captained the Indian five at sixteen Asian Games, 2010 Kwangchow, WHO when twenty-eight years qualified for Asian 
Games. She competes in Korea's FIBA Asian Basketball Championship as a participant of the primary Indian Team to enter prime 
seeding, remaining there for eight years. She's been associate exceptional skilled champion. She poor 14-year-old record once taking 
part in in fifty-three National Basketball Championship, Hyderabad.Ms. Prashanti Singh is that the initial basketeer WHO has 
competed two Asian on Wealth Games and seven Asian Basketball Championships in Shot on meritableorder.She is one in every of 
Republic of India 2011's first-ever prime Four 'A' Grade elite basketball players. Prashanti won twenty two medals within the National 
Championship Games and additionally received the most valuable player (most valuable player) of the Mahindra NBA Challenge 
National Final in {new Delhi|New Delhi|Indian capital|capital of Republic of India (national capital) 2012 wherever 6000 Basketball 
players from everywhere India took half Captained Team West and earned  the most effective Player award within the All-Star Game 
in city 2011 Highest 129 points scorer award (25.8 points / day) within the in demand twenty fifth IMG International Federation Cup 
2011 Raipur. 
 
Results and Discussion 
"Personality Inventory Test on Prashanti Singh" 

JalotaEysenck's personality inventory is a brief, and easily administered and secured inventor, which is designed for 
stability and Introversion- extraversion dimensions of personality. There is suitable for everybody. There is no time limit for testing. 
Short scale takes 4 to 6 minutes while the long scale takes about 20 to 25 minutes. Item for serial number 1 to 21 given on the front 
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page of the test booklet make the short scale while all the 21 items of the booklet constitute the long scale. Each or these items is 
answerable by making a tick () mark into one of the three boxes. The questions marked with Yes  No  answers are given in 
Table-5.  

A model answer sheet with example of Eysenck'sMaudsley Personality Inventory was displayed in an enlarged form on a 
chart paper. The scholar explained Prashanti Singh about the reason of the test after making sure that she has clearly understood the 
procedure to fill up answer sheets. She was asked to record the answer to all the 42 items of Eysenck'sMaudsley Personality Inventory, 
the test was scored directly from the test booklet. The answer must be marked inside the box provided that was for replacement of 
given items, there was made clear to her proper corrections were made if the tick mark made outside or above the boxes. Only one 
answer was to be marked for each question for which the text booklet was scanned. 
 

Psychological Tests Were Conducted to Determine the Dissimilar Features of Prashanti Singh's Personality.Following 
Tests Are Included: 

 
1. EysenckMaudsley personality inventory Test (MPIT)  
2. Sports competition anxiety Test (SCAT)  
3. Inventory of factors influencing sports career Test (IFISCT)  
4. Sports achievement motivation Test (SAMT)  
5. Sports orientation questionnaire Test (SOQT)  
6. Trait sports confluence inventory Test (TSCT) 
 
1. The J.E. Maudsley Personality Inventory (MPI) 

The brief test is designed to arrange for valuation psychoneurosis, stability, introversion, suitably, dimensions and prestigious 
of personality 
Result: 

Prashanti Singh has extra ordinary personality as she scored 54 questions related to extraversion and scores 12 on questions 
to psychoneurosis which shows that she has an excellent emotional stability. 

 
2. Sports competition anxiety test questionnaire (SCAT) 

Developed by Rainer Martens (1990), their test was used to assess sports competitive trait anxiety for sports persons. 
Result: 

Prashanti Singh Got more than 34 out of 39 scores on sports competition anxiety test which is of very high level and there is 
the reason for most of her wins and her laurels. 

 
3. Locus of Control (IFISC)- Inventory of Factors Influencing Sports Career Test 

Developed by Kamlesh Sharma (1986), the test was used to find out the influence of internal factors and external factors on 
the performance of players. 
Result:  

Result of inventory of factors influencing sports career showed that Prashanti Singh is dependent on internal factors such as 
game excellence, practice and her ability on her score is 39 out of 80 and rarely dependent on external factors aforesaid as financial 
backing, equipment and coaching, luck and political high ups as she scored 11 in external factors. 

 
4. The Sports Achievement Motivation Test (SAM): 

By Kamlesh (1990), the test was proposed to examine the level of sports achievement motivation of players. 
Result: 

In their test total score of Prashanti Singh was 28 from overall score of 38. The result is very high which shows her high 
achievement motivation for competition situation. 

 
5. Sports Orientation Questionnaire Test (SOQT) 

Developed by Gill and DzewaltowskiDeete.It was used to investigate the competitiveness, win orientation and goal 
orientation of the subject. 
Result: 

Prashanti Singh secured 66 scores out of 75 in " high competitiveness test", scored 21 Out of 25 in "goal orientation test" and 
scored about 15 out of 15 in "winning orientation test". All over result showing that Prashanti Singh high sports orientation, high 
orientation competitiveness and winning orientation. 
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6. Mental Toughness Questionnaire Test 
To assess the level of mental toughness, the questionnaire was prepared by Alan Goldberg.  

Result: 
Prashanti Singh scored 35 out of 40 in handling pressure which is quite good, 18 out of 20 in concentration which is also 

good, 14 out of 14 in mental rebound and 14 out of 16 in winning attitude. 
 
This shows that Prashanti Singh has ample strength to handle pressures, quite focused concentration and mental rebounding 

and winning attitude which is the primary requisite for a successful sportsman. There is all which makes her an ideal for young 
basketball. 

 
The Responses of Prashanti Singh In Each of The Six Test Categories Were as Follow 
1. "Personality Inventory Test" shows that Prashanti Singh has excellent emotional stability. 
2. "Sports Competition Anxiety Test" shows that she has very high competition spirit and that is the reason of her victory and 

winning laurels for the country. 
3. "Inventory of Factors Influencing sports career sports" shows that she has very high internal factors (superiority, practice and 

ability) except external factors (financial backing, equipment and coaching and political high ups). 
4. "The Sports achievement motivation test" shows that she has very high achievement motivation intensity and their trait prepares 

the solid grounds for her success in high level competition bouts. 
5. "Sports orientation questionnaire test" shows that she has very high oriented competitiveness, along with goal and winning 

oriented attitude. 
6. "Mental Toughness Questionnaire Test" shows that she has strength to handle pressure. Her focused mental rebounding and 

winning attitude which shows that she has very high mental ability. Though the subject belongs to a middle-class family, the 
study underlines the key role of her passion, strong willpower, firm determination they took her to the present height in basketball 
career. 

 
Conclusion: On the Basis of The Findings of The Present Study the Following Conclusions Were Drawn 
1. Indian Basketball Player Prashanti Singh is an outstanding basketball. 
2. She is a thoroughly committed "Basketball" 
3. She is honest and sincere to her assignments. 
4. Prashanti Singh contributed a lot for the promotion of basketball in India. 
5. She is very friendly, co-operative, and regular in daily exercises. 
6. Prashanti Singh is known for her remarkable patience and perseverance. 
7. She is very popular among her colleagues. 
8. She is appreciated for her courteous and supportive attitude. 
9. Prashanti Singh is known as the role model of youth players in India. 
10. Prashanti Singh is also addressed as a "Motivator" in Indian Basketball. 
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